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Atypical Resting-State Functional Connectivity of Affective
Pain Regions in Chronic Migraine

Todd J. Schwedt, MD; Bradley L. Schlaggar, MD, PhD; Soe Mar, MD; Tracy Nolan, BS;
Rebecca S. Coalson, BS; Binyam Nardos, BA; Tammie Benzinger, MD, PhD; Linda J. Larson-Prior, PhD

Objective.—Chronic migraineurs (CM) have painful intolerances to somatosensory, visual, olfactory, and auditory stimuli
during and between migraine attacks. These intolerances are suggestive of atypical affective responses to potentially noxious
stimuli. We hypothesized that atypical resting-state functional connectivity (rs-fc) of affective pain-processing brain regions may
associate with these intolerances. This study compared rs-fc of affective pain-processing regions in CM with controls.

Methods.—Twelve minutes of resting-state blood oxygenation level-dependent data were collected from 20 interictal adult
CM and 20 controls. Rs-fc between 5 affective regions (anterior cingulate cortex, right/left anterior insula, and right/left
amygdala) with the rest of the brain was determined. Functional connections consistently differing between CM and controls
were identified using summary analyses. Correlations between number of migraine years and the strengths of functional
connections that consistently differed between CM and controls were calculated.

Results.—Functional connections with affective pain regions that differed in CM and controls included regions in anterior
insula, amygdala, pulvinar, mediodorsal thalamus, middle temporal cortex, and periaqueductal gray. There were significant
correlations between the number of years with CM and functional connectivity strength between the anterior insula with
mediodorsal thalamus and anterior insula with periaqueductal gray.

Conclusion.—CM is associated with interictal atypical rs-fc of affective pain regions with pain-facilitating and pain-
inhibiting regions that participate in sensory-discriminative, cognitive, and integrative domains of the pain experience. Atypical
rs-fc with affective pain regions may relate to aberrant affective pain processing and atypical affective responses to painful
stimuli characteristic of CM.
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Migraine afflicts 36 million Americans annually,
causing pain, decreased quality of life, and impaired
physical, social, and occupational functioning.1,2 While
most people with migraine have a few headache days
per month, 2% of Americans have chronic migraine
(CM), a condition in which headaches occur on �15
days/month, with full-blown migraine on �8 of
those days.3 Although headache is typically the most
obvious symptom of migraine, migraineurs also have
painful hypersensitivities and reduced tolerance to
sound, light, odor, and cutaneous stimulation.4,5 These
painful hypersensitivities and reduced tolerance to
environmental stimuli are most prominent during
migraine attacks, but often persist with less magni-
tude between attacks (“interictally”).5-7

Pain perception is a complex process involving
pain-facilitating and pain-inhibiting brain regions that
play different roles in pain processing: sensory-
discriminative (intensity, location, modality), affective
(pain tolerance, self-awareness, fear, anxiety), cogni-
tive (attention, expectation, pain memory), and inte-
gration of these different pain aspects with other
sensory modalities (multisensory convergence).8-10

Pain detection thresholds (first instant that a stimulus
is detected as painful) are thought to be indicative
of sensory-discriminative processing of potentially
noxious stimuli, while pain tolerance thresholds (first
instant that a person decides they can no longer tol-
erate the painful stimulus) are considered indicative
of affective responses to such stimuli.11,12 Migraineurs
typically have reduced the tolerance of somatosen-
sory, auditory, visual, and olfactory stimuli, and prior
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
studies suggest atypical affective processing of stimuli
by the migraine brain.13-15 Thus, we focused on inves-
tigating the resting-state functional connectivity
(rs-fc) of brain regions responsible for affective pro-
cessing of noxious stimuli.

Resting-state functional connectivity magnetic
resonance imaging (rs-fcMRI) is based on the obser-
vation that spontaneous, low frequency (<0.1 Hz)
blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal
fluctuations in spatially distant but functionally
related brain regions are temporally correlated at
rest.16 Rs-fcMRI allows for visualization and mea-
surement of the brain’s intrinsic functional architec-

ture.17,18 The rs-fc among brain regions may change
over time according to usual brain activity and
needs.19 Thus, regions of the brain that are fre-
quently coactivated may, over time, develop a stron-
ger rs-fc even when not being engaged by an
external task (during the resting state).19,20 Atypical
rs-fc among regions of resting-state networks and
between established networks has been identified in
patients with several different medical disorders.21,22

Prior rs-fc studies in migraine have shown migra-
ineurs to have atypical rs-fc of several regions that
participate in pain processing including regions
participating in pain integration (eg, anterior tempo-
ral pole), affective processing (eg, anterior cingulate
cortex), and pain modulation (eg, periaqueductal
gray [PAG]), as well as atypical rs-fc within regions
of the default mode network, executive network,
and salience network.23-28 In the present study,
rs-fcMRI was used to investigate whether CM, a dis-
order consisting of frequent headaches and aberrant
affective responses to stimuli perceived as painful
(eg, cutaneous stimulation, light, noise), is associ-
ated, interictally, with atypical rs-fc of affective pain-
processing regions.

METHODS
Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria.—Following institu-

tional review board approval, 20 CM subjects diag-
nosed using International Classification of Headache
Disorders II (ICHD-II) criteria were enrolled.29

Subjects were excluded if they met ICHD-II criteria
for medication overuse, had contraindications to
magnetic resonance imaging, neurologic disorders
other than migraine, psychiatric disorders other than
anxiety or depression, or pain disorders other than
migraine. Use of medications considered migraine
prophylactics was permitted as long as there were no
changes in medications or dosages within 8 weeks of
study participation. Extant data from healthy controls
who were not taking medications and who were
studied using the same imaging protocols were
used for comparison. All subjects provided written
informed consent for study participation.

Clinical Parameters.—Data collected from chronic
migraineurs included: (1) number of years with
migraine; (2) number of years with CM; (3) headache
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frequency; (4) current medications; (5) Migraine
Disability Assessment Scale score; (6) Beck Depres-
sion Inventory (BDI) score; and (7) State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory (STAI) scores.30-32

Imaging Protocol.—Migraineurs were studied
when migraine free �48 hours and migraine abortive
medication free �48 hours. Controls were in their
usual healthy state at the time of imaging. Images were
obtained on Siemens MAGNETOM Trio 3T scanners
(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with total imaging
matrix technology using 12-channel head matrix coils.
Structural anatomic scans included a high-resolution
T1-weighted sagittal magnetization-prepared rapid
gradient echo (MP-RAGE) series (repetition time
[TR] = 2400 ms, echo time [TE] = 1.13 ms, 176 slices,
1.0 mm3 voxels) and a coarse T2-weighted turbo
spin echo series (TR = 6150 ms, TE = 86.0 ms, 36 axial
slices, 1 ¥ 1 ¥ 4 mm3 voxels). Functional imaging
used a BOLD contrast-sensitive sequence (T2*
evolution time = 25 ms, flip angle = 90°, resolution =
4 ¥ 4 ¥ 4 mm). Whole-brain echo planar imaging
volumes (MRI frames) of 36 contiguous, 4 mm thick
axial slices were obtained every 2.2 seconds. BOLD
data were collected in two 6-minute runs during
which subjects were instructed to relax with their eyes
closed.

Data Processing and Analysis.—All analyses were
performed using in-house software (FIDL analy-
sis package, www.nil.wustl.edu/labs/fidl) that has
been utilized in numerous previously published
studies.33-35 fMRI BOLD data were preprocessed via
standard methods used in our lab.35-37 Briefly, all
images from a single subject were combined into a
4-dimensional (x, y, z, time) time series and adjusted
for timing offsets using sinc interpolation. Images
were adjusted for the slice intensity differences intro-
duced by contiguous interleaved slice acquisition.
Next, a 6-parameter rigid body realignment process
was used to minimize movement-induced noise
across all frames in all runs for each subject. Images
were resliced by 3-dimensional cubic spline interpo-
lation. Data were transformed into a common ster-
eotactic space based on Talairach and Tournoux
(1988) but using an in-house atlas composed of the
average anatomy of 12 healthy young adults (ages
21-29 years) (see Lancaster et al; Snyder for meth-

ods).38,39 As part of the atlas transformation, the data
were resampled isotropically at 3 mm ¥ 3 mm ¥
3 mm. Registration was accomplished via a 12-
parameter affine warping of each individual’s MP-
RAGE to the atlas target, using difference image
variance minimization as the objective function. Sub-
jects’ T2-weighted images were used as intermediate
targets for transforming the BOLD images.The atlas-
transformed images were checked against a refer-
ence average to ensure appropriate registration.
Rs-fc preprocessing included removal of the linear
trend, temporal band-pass filtering (0.009 Hz <
f < 0.08 Hz), Gaussian blur of 2 voxels full-width half
maximum, as well as regression of several “noise”
parameters (6 motion parameters and signals from
whole brain, white matter, and ventricles) and their
time-based derivatives.16,40 Data volumes (ie, MR
frames) likely to be contaminated with motion-
related artifact that was not addressed by standard
movement regression routines were identified and
eliminated using a volume-censoring technique.41

Data volumes with a frame-by-frame movement
>0.5 mm or a whole brain change >0.5% were iden-
tified and eliminated.

Rs-fc analyses (methods summarized in Fig. 1)
employed a region of interest (ROI)-based approach
using 5 a priori selected regions that participate in
affective pain processing. Rs-fc maps were derived
using 10 mm diameter spherical ROIs centered on:
left anterior insula (Montreal Neurological Institute
coordinates -35, 18, -1), right anterior insula (36, 19,
-2), left amygdala (-21, -3, -27), right amygdala (20,
-3, -28), and anterior cingulate cortex (-1, 10, 32).
Coordinates were selected based upon those reported
in the pain and headache literature.8,42-45 For each
seed, a resting-state time series was extracted sepa-
rately for each subject by computing the mean of
the BOLD intensity of all voxels enclosed by the seed
region boundaries at each MR frame (time point).
Correlations with this time series were calculated for
each voxel in the brain, then Fisher Z-transformed to
produce a functional connectivity map for each seed
in each subject.

To determine the rs-fc of the 5 affective pain
ROIs, t-tests were used to identify functional connec-
tions with the 5 pain ROIs that differed from zero
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(P � .01, uncorrected). Because rs-fc with 5 different
ROIs was investigated, summary analyses were used
to identify voxels that were involved in functional
connections with at least 2 of the 5 a priori selected
ROIs.16,46,47

To investigate rs-fc differences between CM
and control subjects, the rs-fc of the 5 pain ROIs in
CM were compared with the rs-fc in controls using
two-sample t-tests. Summary analyses of the two-
sample t-tests were used to find consistent differences
between CM and controls. Summary analyses stipu-
lated that only those voxels exhibiting significant dif-
ferences between control and CM in 2 or more of the
5 affective pain ROIs were carried forward for further
analyses.16,46,47 Regions were created based upon the
results of these summary analyses using an in-house
peak-finding algorithm. The rs-fc of these nonover-
lapping regions with each of the 5 a priori selected
pain ROIs was determined for each subject. Func-
tional connectivity strengths (ie, correlation coeffi-
cients) of these region pairs in CM were compared
with strengths in controls using two-sample t-tests.
Benjamini-Hochberg correction for multiple com-
parisons allowing for false discovery rate of 5% was
employed to identify functional connections signifi-
cantly differing between subject groups.

To explore associations between atypical rs-fc
and duration of migraine, Pearson correlations of
functional connections that were atypical in CM with
the number of CM years were calculated. Correla-
tions with an uncorrected P � .05 were considered
significant. Correlations between functional connec-
tion strength with depression and anxiety scores, pos-
sible mediators of rs-fc among our pain ROIs, were
also calculated. When rs-fc was significantly corre-
lated with the number of migraine years and depres-
sion or anxiety scores, the amount of variance in
functional connectivity strength attributable to each
variable (ie, number of CM years, anxiety, depression)
was calculated.

To investigate a potential influence of migraine
prophylactic medication use on study results, post hoc
analyses were performed comparing whole brain rs-fc
of the 5 pain ROIs in migraineurs taking prophylactic
medications (n = 8) to migraineurs not taking prophy-
lactic medications (n = 12). The rs-fc of the 5 pain
ROIs in migraine subjects taking prophylactic medi-
cations were compared with the rs-fc in migraine
subjects not using prophylactic medications via
two-sample t-tests. Overlay images were used to iden-
tify voxels with rs-fc that significantly differed when
comparing migraine subjects taking prophylactic

Fig 1.—Flow-diagram summarizing the methods used to analyze resting-state data. Rs-fc = resting-state functional connectivity;
ROI = region of interest; CM = chronic migraine.
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medications to migraine subjects not taking prophy-
lactic medications and when comparing migraine sub-
jects to control subjects.

RESULTS
Study Participants.—In the CM cohort (n = 20),

average age was 28 years (standard deviation
[SD] � 5 years), 17 subjects were female, mean head-
ache frequency was 22 headache days per month
(SD � 7 headache days per month), average number
of years with migraine was 10 (SD � 6 years), and
average number of years with CM was 4 (SD � 3
years). Among the control subjects (n = 20), average
age was 28 years (SD � 5 years) and 12 subjects were
female. Eight CM subjects were taking daily medica-
tions that are used for migraine prophylaxis, six of
whom were taking doses of medications that typically
may be effective for migraine prophylaxis, and two
subjects were taking doses that would typically be
subtherapeutic. Individual subject characteristics are
illustrated in the Table.

Pain Regions Are Functionally Connected in
Chronic Migraineurs and Controls.—Strong rs-fc
(Fisher’s Z-transformed r scores >2.58, P � .01) was
found among our pain ROIs and between these pain
ROIs and other brain regions that participate in
sensory-discriminative, affective, cognitive, and/or
integrative pain processing. Regions positively corre-
lated with �2 of 5 a priori selected affective pain
ROIs were identified in: anterior insula, middle
insula, posterior insula, ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex, angular gyrus, superior frontal, inferior
frontal, anterior cingulate cortex, caudate, thalamus,
amygdala, cerebellum, entorhinal cortex, pons, and
ventral medulla (Fig. 2). Regions negatively corre-
lated with �2 of affective pain ROIs were found in:
posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus, lateral parietal
cortex, somatosensory cortex, occipital cortex, medial
frontal lobes, and cerebellum (Fig. 2).

Chronic Migraineurs Have Atypical Rs-Fc With
Affective Pain Regions.—Comparison of CM to con-
trols via summary analyses revealed 92 nonoverlap-
ping regions with rs-fc that differed between subject
groups.This included regions in the anterior cingulate
cortex, anterior insula, middle insula, posterior insula,
pulvinar, medial dorsal thalamus, ventrolateral pre-

frontal cortex, amygdala, middle temporal cortex,
somatosensory cortex, periaqueductal gray, entorhi-
nal cortex, parahippocampal gyrus, ventral medulla,
and precuneus (Fig. 3).

After multiple comparison correction, the
strength of 16 functional connections (each including
1 of our 5 a priori selected pain seeds) differed
between CM and controls. These functional connec-
tions included anterior insula with regions in pulvi-
nar, middle temporal cortex, mediodorsal thalamus,
precuneus, periaqueductal gray, cingulate cortex, and
inferior parietal cortex, and amygdala with regions in
superior frontal cortex and occipital cortex (Fig. 4).

There were no voxels that were involved in func-
tional connections that differed between migraineurs
and controls and in functional connections that dif-
fered in migraine subjects taking prophylactics and
migraine subjects not taking prophylactics.

Atypical Rs-Fc Correlates With Number of Years
With CM.—There were correlations between number
of CM years with rs-fc between: left anterior insula
and right mediodorsal thalamus (r = 0.64, P = .002),
right anterior insula with right mediodorsal thalamus
(r = 0.45, P = .049), and right anterior insula with right
periaqueductal gray (r = 0.472, P = .036). There were
no significant correlations between the strengths of
these functional connections and depression scores
(per BDI) or anxiety scores (per STAI) in CM sub-
jects, except for a correlation between right anterior
insula and periaqueductal gray rs-fc strength with
state anxiety scores (r = -0.46, P = .042). Twenty-two
percent of the variance in rs-fc between right anterior
insula and periaqueductal gray was attributed to CM
years while 21% of the variance was attributable to
state anxiety.

DISCUSSION
The main study finding is the presence of atypical

rs-fc of affective pain regions in interictal CM.
Themes emerging from this study include: (1) identi-
fication of interictal atypical rs-fc supports the notion
that CM has persistent manifestations between
migraine attacks; (2) atypical functional connections
with affective pain regions involve regions that
participate in multiple domains of the pain experi-
ence, including sensory-discriminative, cognitive,
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modulating, and integrative domains; (3) atypical
rs-fc between affective pain-processing regions with
middle temporal cortex and with the pulvinar may
relate to intolerance to sound and light, the two key
characteristics of migraine.

CM Is Associated With Atypical Interictal
Rs-Fc.—Although migraine is often considered a
chronic disorder with episodic manifestations, there is
increasing evidence that migraine has manifestations
that persist between attacks (ie, interictally). Evi-
dence for this argument comes from the imaging
of the migraine brain, as well as physiological
studies.5-7,48,49 Many of the atypical imaging and physi-
ological findings in migraineurs positively associate
with longer disease duration and/or more frequent
migraine attacks, suggesting a causal relationship. Fur-
thermore, migraineurs recognize and report interictal
migraine manifestations. Interictal visual hypersensi-
tivity to light (photophobia) is reported by ~45% of
migraineurs and interictal sound hypersensitivity
(phonophobia) by ~75%.6,50 This rs-fc study supports
the argument that CM is associated with atypical
interictal brain function, specifically atypical rs-fc

between affective pain-processing regions and
regions participating in other aspects of the pain
experience. Longitudinal studies are needed to deter-
mine if these interictal manifestations are secondary
to repeated migraine attacks or if they represent
underlying aberrations in the migraineur’s brain that
predispose to migraine.

In this study, CM subjects had rs-fc to affective
pain regions that differed from control subjects in
several ways depending upon the specific functional
connection: (1) positive temporal correlation in
control and no correlation in CM (eg, left anterior
insula with right precuneus); (2) negative correlation
in control and no correlation in CM (eg, right anterior
insula with left pulvinar); (3) negative correlation in
control and positive correlation in CM (eg, left ante-
rior insula with left middle temporal); (4) negative
correlation in CM and no correlation in control (eg,
right amygdala with left occipital). Stronger positive
correlations and stronger negative correlations may
both be associated with maximal processing effi-
ciency.51 A stronger positive correlation between two
regions suggests more frequent coactivation of those

Fig 2.—Resting-state functional connectivity with the 5 pain regions of interest (ROIs) – summary analyses. Voxels with significant
rs-fc with at least 2 of 5 a priori selected pain ROIs are illustrated. Axial slices are shown with the left hemisphere on the left side.
Green = voxel has rs-fc with 2 of 5 a priori ROIs; Blue = voxel has rs-fc with 3 of 5 a priori ROIs; Red = voxel has rs-fc with 4 of
5 a priori ROIs; Yellow = voxel has rs-fc with 5 of 5 a priori ROIs. PCC = posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus; LPC = lateral
parietal cortex; ACC = anterior cingulate cortex; SSC = somatosensory cortex; Inf Frontal = inferior frontal; Sup Frontal = superior
frontal; Ang Gyrus = angular gyrus.
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two regions. Thus, stronger rs-fc may be observed
between two regions of the brain that are activated in
response to the same stimulus, such as two regions of
the pain matrix in a patient who has experienced
frequent pain. A negative correlation between two
regions may suggest that those two regions have
divergent functions and/or exhibit cross-modal inhi-
bition.16,52 A negative correlation may represent
a “division of labor,” a division that allows a brain
region that is responsible for processing a specific
stimulus to be activated while a brain region that does
not participate in processing that specific stimulus is
inhibited.53 As found in this study, negative correla-
tions between pain-processing regions and regions of
the default mode network (eg, precuneus, lateral pari-
etal cortex) or between pain regions and occipital
cortex regions may be representative of this “division
of labor.”

Atypical Rs-Fc in CM Involves Multiple Domains
of the Pain Experience.—In the present study, atypi-
cal rs-fc was identified between four of our affective

pain ROIs (right and left anterior insula, right and left
amygdala) with other brain regions that participate in
different aspects of pain processing. The anterior
insula was involved in 14 of 16 functional connections
that differed in CM subjects compared with controls.
The anterior insula participates predominantly in
affective pain processing, a statement supported by
several observations: (1) anterior insula is activated
when feeling empathy for pain in a loved one, even
when no noxious stimulation is being applied to the
subject; (2) there is a stronger correlation between
anterior insula activity and subjective ratings of
thermal pain intensity than there is between anterior
insula activity and the actual temperature that is
being used for stimulation; (3) lesioning of the ante-
rior insula results in changes in the emotional dimen-
sion of pain with maintenance of pain discrimination,
a condition called asymbolia for pain.11,54,55 When in
pain, anterior insula activation is associated with pain
relief. Reductions in pain intensity ratings associated
with placebo and opioid analgesia coincide with

Fig 3.—Resting-state functional connectivity with pain regions differs in chronic migraineurs compared with controls. Summary
analyses of 2-sample t-tests for each of the 5 pain regions of interest (ROIs) identified voxels with rs-fc that differed between chronic
migraineurs and controls. Axial slices are shown with the left hemisphere on the left side. Green = the rs-fc of that voxel with 2 of
5 a priori pain ROIs differs between chronic migraineurs and controls; Blue = the rs-fc of that voxel with 3 of 5 a priori pain ROIs
differs between groups; Red = the rs-fc of that voxel with 4 of 5 a priori pain ROIs differs between groups; Yellow = the rs-fc of that
voxel with 5 of 5 a priori pain ROIs differs between groups. ACC = anterior cingulate cortex; VLPFC = ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex; Mid Temp = middle temporal cortex; MD Thal = medial dorsal thalamus; PAG = periaqueductal gray; SSC = somatosensory
cortex.
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increased activity in the anterior insula.56 However,
greater activity in the anterior insula prior to a painful
stimulus is a marker of increased susceptibility to
pain, predicting increased pain perception to future
nociceptive stimuli.57

In this study, CM had atypical rs-fc with right
and left amygdala. The amygdala also plays a role in
affective aspects of pain. Lesioning of the amygdala
results in decreased emotional reactions to pain with
no change in baseline nociceptive responses.58 The

Fig 4.—Resting-state functional connections to affective pain regions that significantly differ between chronic migraineurs and
controls. After correction for multiple comparisons, the strengths of 16 functional connections significantly differ between chronic
migraine and control subjects. The scatterplot illustrates the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) time series correlations
(functional connectivity strength) on the Y-axis for individual chronic migraine and control subjects. The locations of the regions
involved in the functional connections that differed between chronic migraine and control subjects are shown on the axial brain
slices (all slices are shown with the left hemisphere on the left side). Rt = right; Lt = left; Ant = anterior; Mid = middle;
Temp = temporal; MD = mediodorsal; Thal = thalamus; PAG = periaqueductal gray; Sup = superior; Inf = inferior; ROIs = regions
of interest.
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amygdala likely has antinociceptive and pronocicep-
tive activity.58,59 Electrical and chemical stimulation of
the amygdala can both activate and inhibit periaque-
ductal gray neurons, brainstem neurons involved
predominantly in descending pain inhibition.60 Neu-
gebauer and colleagues theorize that negative emo-
tions such as fear and stress, that are associated with
pain reduction, activate amygdala-linked inhibitory
control systems, while negative emotions such as
depression and anxiety, that are associated with an
increase in the pain experience, activate amygdala-
linked pain facilitatory pathways.58

Among those functional connections that dif-
fered between CM and controls, rs-fc of anterior
insula with mediodorsal thalamus and anterior insula
with periaqueductal gray correlated with number of
years that subjects had CM. Correlations with a
marker of disease burden (ie, number of CM years)
serve as evidence that these rs-fc differences between
CM and controls directly relate to having migraine.
Furthermore, the mediodorsal thalamus likely has a
role in headache because: (1) it participates in long-
term pain memory; (2) it plays a role in sensory-
discriminative pain, encoding the intensity of noxious
heat; (3) it is involved in striatal and limbic system
arousal; (4) animal studies have identified trigeminal
projections to the medial thalamus.61-63 The peria-
queductal gray is a key region of the brainstem
descending pain-modulating system, a system which
modulates trigeminal nociceptive transmission. The
descending pain-modulating system is predominantly
pain inhibiting, although it is also capable of pain
facilitation.64-67 There is substantial interest in the role
of the periaqueductal gray in migraine because of the
prior identification of atypical periaqueductal gray
structure and atypical periaqueductal gray function in
migraineurs.26,48 In this study, CM had atypical rs-fc of
anterior insula to periaqueductal gray. Prior struc-
tural and functional connectivity studies show that
the periaqueductal gray is connected to anterior
insula.68-70 Furthermore, prestimulus functional
connectivity between the anterior insula and periaq-
ueductal gray determines if a future stimulus is per-
ceived as painful.57 Thus, atypical rs-fc between
anterior insula and periaqueductal gray in CM sub-
jects might relate to the enhanced susceptibility to

pain that is characteristic of CM. We hypothesize that
atypical rs-fc between anterior insula and periaque-
ductal gray identified in CM could relate to inappro-
priate control of the PAG via the anterior insula, a
“higher order” pain-processing region. Although cor-
relations between rs-fc strength and number of CM
years suggest a direct relationship between these two
parameters, conclusions cannot be drawn regarding
the causality or the direction of these potential asso-
ciations (eg, greater number of migraine years leads
to greater aberrations in rs-fc vs more atypical rs-fc
leads to earlier onset or longer duration of migraine).
Longitudinal studies are needed to draw strict
conclusions.

The identification of atypical rs-fc in CM involv-
ing brain regions participating in multiple aspects of
the pain experience is consistent with expectations
based upon the knowledge of the migraine pheno-
type. CM is a disorder with wide-ranging effects
because of frequent pain, negative effects on mood,
and impairment of cognition. Chronic migraineurs
suffer from frequent pain because of headaches (the
typical chronic migraineur has 22 headache days/
month), central sensitization, and comorbid pain
disorders such as fibromyalgia and irritable bowel
syndrome.71-73 Migraineurs have lower interictal pain
thresholds than controls, suggestive of abnormal
sensory-discriminative processing, and lower pain tol-
erance thresholds suggestive of abnormal affective
responses to pain.5,74 CM also has deleterious effects
on mood and cognitive abilities. Irritability, depres-
sion, anxiety, difficulty concentrating, and impair-
ments in executive function are common during
and between migraine attacks.75,76 Consistent with the
wide-ranging phenotypic expression of migraine, the
findings of this rs-fc study suggest that migraine
involves numerous aspects of the pain experience,
including affective, sensory-discriminative, and cogni-
tive domains.

Atypical Rs-Fc Could Relate to Key Migraine
Characteristics.—Atypical rs-fc between anterior
insula and pulvinar might relate to migraine intoler-
ance to light, the abnormal perception of visual
stimuli as painful, and/or visual salience.77 Because
the pulvinar receives inputs from dura-sensitive
spinal trigeminal nucleus neurons and from the optic
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nerves, it is postulated that the pulvinar participates
in the integration of visual stimuli with trigeminal
nerve-mediated head pain.23,78,79 Pulvinar-mediated
integration may help to explain why: (1) 40% of
migraineurs have light-triggered migraines; (2) >90%
of migraineurs have light hypersensitivity (photo-
phobia) during attacks; (3) headache intensity and
photophobia intensity are positively correlated; (4)
exposing interictal migraineurs to bright light leads
to reduced pain thresholds in trigeminal innervated
locations, an effect not detected in controls; (5)
painful forehead stimulation in interictal migraineurs,
but not controls, leads to decreased visual discom-
fort thresholds; (6) compared with controls and
migraineurs without allodynia, migraineurs with
interictal allodynia have altered cortical visual
processing.80-83

Atypical rs-fc of the anterior insula with middle
temporal cortex could relate to migraine intolerance
to auditory stimuli and to migraineurs misperception
of normally nonpainful auditory stimuli as painful.7

Auditory stimuli interact with migraine in several
ways: (1) 50-75% of migraineurs have noise-triggered
migraines; (2) >90% of migraineurs have sound
hypersensitivity (phonophobia) during migraine
attacks; (3) headache intensity positively correlates
with phonophobia intensity; (4) interictal sound
hypersensitivity is reported by ~75% of migraineurs;
(5) sound aversion thresholds are lower in interictal
migraineurs compared with controls.6,7,50,84

Future studies will explore relationships between
quantitative measures of light and sound hypersensi-
tivity with functional connectivity strength between
affective pain regions with pulvinar and affective pain
regions with middle temporal cortex.

Study Limitations.—Because there are no identi-
fied brain regions that are solely responsible for pain
processing, each of the “pain regions” in this study
also serves nonpain functions. Thus, we cannot be
certain that the rs-fc differences in this study are
attributable to having CM. However, correlations
between number of years with CM and atypical rs-fc
are highly suggestive that our findings relate to the
presence of CM. Because we did not have a cohort of
episodic migraine subjects in this study, it is unclear if
our findings are specific for CM or are applicable to

episodic and CM. Migraine and control groups were
not gender matched, potentially introducing a source
of bias.85 Also, subjects were not matched according to
measures of anxiety and depression, conditions that
may affect rs-fc between pain regions. Considering
the 3 functional connections differing between CM
and controls that also correlated with the number
of CM years, only one (anterior insula with PAG)
also correlated with state anxiety scores. Eight CM
subjects were using daily medications considered
migraine prophylactic therapies (6 at doses consid-
ered sufficient for migraine prophylaxis). To explore
the possibility that the use of these medications was
driving our results, we performed post hoc analyses
comparing rs-fc to the 5 pain ROIs in migraineurs
taking prophylactic medications to migraineurs not
taking prophylactic medications. There was no ana-
tomic overlap between regions involved in the func-
tional connections that differed between migraineurs
and controls and regions involved in functional con-
nections that differed in migraineurs taking prophy-
lactics and those not taking prophylactics.Thus, use of
migraine prophylactic medications by a proportion of
the migraineurs likely had little impact on our results
reported herein. Also, CM subjects had a relatively
short duration of CM (about 4 years). A longer dura-
tion of CM may be associated with more atypical rs-fc
of pain regions.

CONCLUSIONS
CM is associated with interictal atypical rs-fc of

affective pain regions with regions participating in
sensory-discriminative, cognitive, and integrative pain
functions. Correlations between years with CM and
the strength of some of these atypical functional con-
nections suggest a causal relationship, although the
direction of this relationship is uncertain. Atypical
rs-fc of affective pain regions might relate to the
abnormal affective processing of potentially painful
stimuli and atypical affective responses to painful
stimuli that are characteristic of CM. Studies compar-
ing episodic migraine and CM and longitudinal
studies are needed to determine if atypical rs-fc is a
result of having CM or if atypical rs-fc predisposes the
individual to developing CM.
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